To follow up its doctors' professional insertion, the Université Grenoble Alpes Doctoral College has set up an Employment Observatory assigned with conducting surveys among doctoral graduates and analysing collected data on their career developments and professional situations. Carried out in 2012 and 2013, the latest surveys conducted by the Observatory focused on the professional insertion of doctors three years after they graduated in 2009 and 2010. There was a 95% participation rate. These surveys reveal that three years after their viva, less than 5% of the Université de Grenoble doctors are looking for a job and more than 60% have acquired a stable situation (permanent position or civil servant position) in fields such as engineering, public or private research, or teaching.

Employment Observatory Surveys (in French)

L'insertion professionnelle des docteurs diplômés en 2009
L'insertion professionnelle des docteurs diplômés en 2010
L'insertion professionnelle des docteurs diplômés en 2011
L'insertion professionnelle des docteurs diplômés en 2013